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ABSTRACT: Performance of software web applications has become an important factor in the software development 
life cycle. The present study gives a cost-effective freeware performance testing framework which caters the end-to-end 
performance testing requirements. The different phases of the performance testing life cycle of the software web 
applications are automated using open source tools. These tools are user friendly and can be easily integrated within the 
defined framework. The identified tools are freely available and compatible with the web-based technological 
applications. As this automated framework uses open source tools, it is a very cost-effective one as compared to the 
automation framework with vendor based licensed tools. This framework helps in meeting all the performance testing 
objectives and supports small, complicated and large scale enterprise systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The current trend of using next generation platforms with new technologies and complex architectures has 
increased the risk of software application performance and also any application with high volume usage has to undergo 
Performance testing. Performance testing exposes the load related defects and various latent issues like Memory leaks, 
Threading problems and other longevity issues along with the most common response times and throughput issues. It is 
also seen that disruptive services with a lot of hic-ups impact the Business, customer loyalty, brand image and also the 
revenue. Sensing the importance of these, most of the software development organizations have started including 
Performance testing in the software development life cycle of the applications or products. This would help in 
optimization of various products, platforms, devices and technologies. It also gives enhanced experience and quality 
from a user’s perspective and assures customer satisfaction. Performance testing also adds up Business value with 
better Business outputs with seamless performance.  

A Performance Testing Framework with automated tools can ease the job and fasten the performance testing 
life cycle process. An End-to-End Performance Testing Framework in place would help in standardization and 
acceleration of testing process.  Many other frameworks are available which uses vendor or licensed tools, which is 
expensive.  This paper talks about a freeware framework which can be used for Performance testing of software web 
applications. This is much easier and simple and cost effective. This Framework with Freeware’s enables repeatedly 
building new load tests without recording a new script thereby eliminating the additional work that may have been 
caused by changes to the UI or application. This Framework can be used for different types of Performance tests like 
Load, Stress, Spike and Endurance testing. 

The framework presented here consists of Open Source tools which are easily available and can be easily 
implemented and integrated to cater the performance testing needs. The automated freeware framework has an 
integrated setup of various tools serving different purposes like load generation and scripting, resource monitoring, 
web-page diagnostics, sniffing, database profiling, results analysis and reporting generation. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

Milad Hanna et al. [1] have proposed software automated testing framework which can be successfully used 
for automating the test scripts generation process. This proposed framework is more beneficial when the software 
under test is changing very frequently and which requires regression testing to confirm the stability of the software 
version. This framework helped in streamlining the overall software testing automation process by shortening the 
product launch cycle. It also helped in covering up those manual test cases which was difficult to cover with the 
traditional test process. The framework also overcomes the limitations of traditional automation techniques by 
extending the automation setup or activity to involve all the testing tasks. The overall software automated testing 
framework performance was evaluated in terms of the script creation time, usability, reusability, maintainability and 
extensibility. The proposed framework saves around 75% of the time or effort involved in automation process using 
traditional automation methods or techniques. 

Nirmala D and LathaMaheswari [2] presented an automated software testing framework which generates the 
test cases automatically and evaluates it and produces an automated test summary report. This framework can be 
applied to functional as well as few non-functional testing types. The proposed automated test framework is based on 
the three models-Structural Test Analysis Model, Behavioural Model and User Interface Model. It is a constructive 
blend of various strategies, programming standards, methods, perceptions, conventions, system hierarchies, 
modularity, coverage mechanism and test data injections. This framework helps to organize the test suites and in turn 
helps to improve the efficiency of testing. It also helps in eliminating the duplication of test cases which is automated 
across the application. Also, this framework is responsible for specifying the pattern to articulate expectations, 
building a method to drive the application under test, perform the tests and to testify the results. 

Munib Ahmad et al. [3] have presented a proposal for a novel software testing framework to perform class 
level test. The proposal involves a technique to generate test oracle for specification-based software testing using 
Vienna Development Method(VDM++) formal language. It describes a three-stage translation process of VDM++ 
specifications of container classes to C++ test oracle classes. It presents how a derived test oracle is integrated into a 
proposed functional testing framework. This technique caters the object-oriented features such as inheritance and 
aggregation. It does not consider the concurrency feature. The proposal also discusses about the Translation issues, its 
limitations and evaluation of the technique.The test oracle generated using this technique can also be used in parallel 
with implementation under test to compare the actual and expected results.  

C Rankin [4] created STAF (Software Testing Automation Framework) to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the testing process. This helped in solving the reuse and automation problems. Considerable savings 
were generated with respect to people, time and hardware necessary to perform the testing activity with the use of this 
framework. The generated Software Testing Automation Framework was adopted by various test groups across IBM 
and was used in creating a variety of innovative testing solutions. A two-phased approach was adopted in designing 
this Automation Framework. The first phase addressed the issue of reuse and the second phase addressed the problem 
of automation. By providing the reusable framework, STAF allowed the teams to focus on directly solving their 
problems instead of inventing infrastructure. 

Cornel Barna et al. [5] presented a method for performance testing of transactional systems. The presented 
method models the system under test. It finds the software and hardware performance bottlenecks and generates the 
workloads which saturate them. This autonomic framework helps in determining the model and workloads during the 
performance test executions by measuring the system performance. A two-layer queuing model is used using 
analytical techniques to find the workload mixes which change the bottlenecks in the system. The workloads here are 
characterized by workload intensity and by the workload mix. The stress vectors that yield a bottleneck change are 
computed by extracting the switching points from the model. A hill-climbing strategy is later applied for the workload 
intensity along the stress vectors.  

Milad Hanna et al. [6] have presented the main features of different software automation testing frameworks. 
The Study has highlighted the importance of maintenance of software applications which requires identification and 
resolution of defects, addition of new features and enhancement of these new features to the existing ones. This 
requires a lot of regression testing, which consumes a lot of time and efforts. A review on these has emphasized on the 
use of programmable software automation testing approach. It further highlights two main automation testing 
approaches which are used in this framework- Record/Playback automation testing framework and Programmable 
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Automation testing framework. The Record/Playback automation testing framework does not require any advanced 
testing skills or any programming skills. Whereas, the Programmable automation testing framework requires elevated 
level programming skills. 

Anju Jain M et al. [7] have proposed a web-based cross-platform, code driven object oriented remotely 
executable software testing framework which is termed as GUI-WAT framework. This framework reads HTML 
source and generates GUI Web Objects. Selenium tool is used in this framework for providing action-events. Basic 
modules of the WAT framework include- WebObjects, JSoupParser, WebOperation, Configuration File and Client. 
This framework seems to be time efficient framework to improve quality and accuracy of testing for the GUI 
applications. The advantageous factor of this framework is the adaptability of WAT framework with change in GUI 
application from one version to another version. Another important benefit is the very little human intervention while 
working with this framework, especially while starting the test-suite and at the end for analysis of results. 

F I Vokolos and E J Weyuker [8] have presented an approach to software performance testing of software 
systems. A case study has been presented describing the experience of applying this approach for testing the 
performance of the software system which is used as a gateway in industrial client/server transaction processing 
application. The performance testing objectives were first defined and performance test cases were designed. The 
Software architecture of the system was then used as a way of identifying the parameters that affected the 
performance of the system directly. Usage scenarios were also defined by assigning realistic values to the parameters  
that most directly affected the performance of the system. 
 Chen S et al. [9] have presented a general purpose testing framework simple, small, complicated and   
scale performance testing. This proposed framework facilitates performance testing of software applications by 
separating the application logic from the common performance testing functionalities. This is prototyped on .NET and 
Java platforms and used for a number of performance related projects. The proposed framework is simple to use and 
flexible enough to test the performance of complicated and large-scale enterprise systems. This framework also 
provides a number of test harness designs to facilitate the common functionalities of performance testing of software 
applications. 
 Yogita M R and Sangeeta N [10] have presented a reactive based framework for performance testing of 
Software web applications. This framework approach retrieves web logs from server side with the help of which user 
patterns are retrieved at the server side. The reactive based framework proposes test case generation in four phases-
Web generation and processing, Deriving usage patterns from web logs, Metrics based on Users perspective and 
through Automated Test case generation. The two metrics derived from Users perspective are PSL value and give up 
rate. With the help of these two metrics, Usage pattern is derived at client side. These are the inputs to the automated 
test case generation model. This framework addresses problems like- Metric based problems, issues related to 
reactivity and access problems in web distributed set up. 
 Chia Hung K et al. [11] have introduced a Performance testing framework for the REST-based Web 
applications. This framework provides with an integrated process from test case design, test scripts generation to test 
execution. Based on the test cases designed and the software artifacts preserved (API document), the framework 
generates corresponding performance test scripts, which are executed by the performance testing tools. This helps the 
testers to concentrate more in the design of performance test cases. This framework thus, minimises the effort needed 
to understand the design and implementation of the application and to learn the operation of the performance testing 
tools. This way, the efficiency of performance testing increases. 

Mahnaz S et al. [12] have proposed a model-based approach for testing the performance of web applications. 
The generation of synthetic workloads used in the performance tests are simplified in this approach and a formal 
model to capture application’s inter-requests and data dependencies is used. In this model less effort is needed for 
developing and maintaining the workload generation tools and as compared with the traditional performance testing 
approach, this model needs very less effort for carrying out the performance testing of software web applications. This 
approach uses a modified version of Software based web application tester (SWAT) tool. This model consists of a 
Sequence generator, Trace generator and a Request generator. 

J Shaw [13] has presented a study on the performance testing of web applications. According to the study, 
performance testing can help identifying performance bottlenecks or issues if it is started early in the software 
development life cycle. It also says that a close relationship should be developed between development and testing 
teams. The case study says that, just by specifying high performance hardware or some particular software technology 
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does not result in good response times. The study has concluded with the point that powerful machines do not 
guarantee good response. The worst performance was recorded in the more powerful environment and the use of 
particular advanced architecture does not guarantee for adequate performance.  

 
III. PROPOSED FREEWARE FRAMEWORK 

 
Fig.1. shows the proposed freeware framework for Performance testing of software web applications.The framework 
drives through different components or modules. The Load test script generation module, Bulk load generator or 
emulator, Web Page diagnostics module, Database Profiling module, Resource Monitoring module, Network 
Virtualization and Load Test Analysis Module. 

Different tools are used at each component or module level. The tester has to decide upon the tool to be used 
in the framework. A through tool evaluation has to be done before selecting the correct open source tool. Tool 
evaluation can be based on the following criteria- Scripting ease and compatibility, Load Scenarios configuration 
facility, Protocol Support and compatibility, Technology support, Resource monitoring capabilities, Data handling 
ease, Database diagnostics and profiling features, Third party integration facility, Load Test results and statistics 
collation and analysis features and availability of open source tool experts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig.1. Freeware Framework for Performance Testing of Software Web Applications. 
 

(1) Load Test Script Generation Module: 
Load Test scenarios identified during the planning phase is converted into automated scriptsusing the Load test 
tools. Freeware tools like Apache Jmeter, Blazemeter, Grinder, Locust, Gatling and few more. Grinder and 
Locust uses Python language and requires expertise tester in these. Grinder supports HTTP, SOAP, JDBC, 
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SMTP, LDAP and JMS protocols. Apache Jmeter is a Highly Extensible tool with visualization plugins 
support. It has scriptable samplers which is compatible with languages like Groovy and BeanShell. Multi-
protocol support feature is also available in Jmeter. It supports multiple protocols like, HTTP, JDBC, LDAP, 
JMS, FTP, SOAP, TCP, etc. 
 

(2) Web Page Diagnostics Module: 
Tools like WebPageTest, YSlow, Lighthouse, Chrome Dev Tools and Web Page Analyser etc. can be used in 
this module for web page diagnostics. Web Page level metrics like Load Time, Speed Index, First Time, Render 
time, DOM elements, DNS Lookup, Network round trips are captured and analysed. This module thus helps in 
optimizing the Web page elements with the diagnostics and drill-down statistics, graphs and reports. The 
Performance test specialist has to identify the correct and appropriate tool during the tool evaluation process for 
the Web Page Diagnostics as well. The web pages can thus be optimized with the help of these diagnostics 
activities. 
 

(3) Resource Monitoring Module: 
Server’s system resources like Memory consumption, CPU usage, Disk usage, Process, Network, I/O are 
monitored here in this module using different open source monitoring tools. Open Source monitoring tools like, 
OpenNMS, Nagios, Icinga, Zabbix, Cacti and few more. Cacti can be used for Network monitoring. Apart from 
these, Perfmon which comes with Window can also be used for windows web application monitoring. Tracers 
for the monitors has to be enabled and different counters related to these monitors has to be added to record and 
trace the statistics of the servers. Web, Application and Database servers can be monitored using these tools. 
This module thus helps in checking the server health during the load test executions. 
 

(4) Database Profiling Module: 
Database profiling helps in analysing the Databases for Errors, exceptions and performance bottlenecks. The 
database related performance bottlenecks like deadlocks, Slow running queries, connection pool issues, Cache 
Issues, wait time issues and etc. are identified using different database profiling and tracing tools at this module. 
Open Source tools like Neor Profile SQL, dbForge Event Profiler for SQL Server, Express Profiler, IdealSQL 
Tracer and few more can be used for this purpose. Performance Test Specialist, after doing a thorough 
evaluation and analysis chooses the correct tool for this module taking into consideration the type of database 
and the environment. Identified tool is installed or integrated within this framework. After integration, the 
tracers are enabled, which captures the statistics required for a deep drill-down analysis for optimizing the 
queries and database. Apart from this tool usage, a server side tracer can also be setup to capture the required 
events and columns. Thus, this module helps in capturing the metrics related to database queries and databases 
itself.  
 

(5) Result analysisModule: 
Load Test result analysis is an important activity in the Performance testing life cycle. All the statistics collected 
as output from different tools (from other modules) has to be analysed for exceptions, errors, thresholds, SLA 
violations and other KPI’s. Various Open Source tools are used in this module to analyse the captured results. 
Tools like PAL (Performance Analysis of Logs), Grafana and various other free tools can be used for this task at 
this module. PAL from Codeplex can also be used for analysing performance counter logs for thresholds. It 
creates an HTML based report which can be easily copy/pasted into other applications. It is an easy to use GUI 
interface tool which makes the job easy with the wizard. 
 

IV. CASE STUDY 
 

Study was conducted on Software application developed on .NET and Java Platform. Technology stack included Web 
Services (REST), Tomcat & MSSQL. The Business critical scenarios were evaluated for response times.Web-UI page 
response times were also captured during web page diagnostics activities. Apache Jmeter, an open source tool is used 
for automated script generation and for generation of virtual users. Transaction Response Times for the identified 
Business transactions for a user load of 250 users is tabulated at Fig.2. It also gives the Pass and Fail percentage of 
Transactions with the 90th Percentile and Standard deviation values. The transactions taking more time and violating 
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the SLA’s are filtered out from these statistics and a drill down is done for a deep analysis of the results. Code level 
drill down is also done to analyse the responses through different application layers. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig.2. Transaction Response Times for identified Business transactions. 

 
Tracers are enabled for the database server while the Load test execution is done. Fig.3. gives the list of database 
queries with their execution time, CPU consumption and Reads and Writes. Database logs also give details on the 
Exceptions, Errors, Deadlocks, Connections & Cache related and other issues.Neor SQL Profiler was used in capturing 
the query statistics. These statistics and log data are very much helpful in optimizing and fine-tuning the database layer. 
 

 
Fig.3. Database query traces captured while profiling during the execution of Load test. 
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Perfmon and OpenNMS were used to capture server statistics during the Load test execution. Monitoring tracers were 
set up for the Database, Web and Application servers. Required counters for the Disk, Process, Network and Memory 
monitors were added for these servers. Fig.4. gives the CPU % statistics for the server. These tabulated data with 
graphs are obtained from the PAL(Performance Analysis of Tools) tool. Warnings, Violations and general metrics are 
highlighted in Red, Yellow and Green. 
 

             
             

           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Fig.4. Server Statistics obtained are analysed through PAL(Performance Analysis of Logs) tool. 
 
Database server metrics were also captured for studying the server health.Fig.5. shows the data obtained from PAL tool 
for the SQL Server used in the testing. The areas of concern were easily identified using this metrics. The database 
related Warnings and Critical areas highlighted in Yellow and Red are analysed for the root cause. Based on the drill-
down analysis and root cause analysis, the areas of concern are addressed and fine-tuned. Thus, the metrics obtained 
from Monitoring module are very much helpful in optimizing the servers and software application. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.5. Database server (SQL Server) analysis through PAL tool. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed Freeware Performance Testing framework can be successfully used for various software web 
applications and products for the identification of performance bottlenecks and optimization. This framework can thus 
cater the performance testing needs and can very well fit in the Performance testing life cycle. This framework was 
effectively used in testing various software web applications and the results were quiet promising as this was very 
much helpful in identifying the performance bottlenecks. Both, Client-side and Server-side bottlenecks were 
successfully identified and fine-tuned using this framework setup.Different types of performance tests like, Load, 
Stress & Stability or Endurance can be conducted using this framework.As, this framework uses all the open source or 
community or trial version software, it saves a lot of time and money. It is thus a cost-effective and Business 
effectiveframework and can give a High ROI (Return on Investment). 
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